
Timeless Heritage…



On the 18th day of February 3102 bce there was a conjunction of 
seven heavenly bodies -

 Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, Mercury, Sun, Moon &
Ketu near the Revati Nakshatra (Zeta Piscium) 

Such unusual conjunctions signify change of eras or new beginnings. 
Vedic tradition holds, that this is when 

‘Kali Yuga’ - the present era began 

This was also the last day of Krishna’s amazing ‘leela’ (play)
as the Avataar of Lord Vishnu

This conjunction has not only been verified by scientists through
Archaeo-astronomy software, but one of the world’s oldest treatises 

on astronomy Surya-Siddhanta also mentions 
this remarkable celestial event 



3102bce : INSPIRATION & TRIBUTE
Deep in the mists of time, when the Sumerians & Mesopotamians were still learning to till the 
land, there was already a great civilization in the Indian peninsula where Vedic Rishis (RisÏs) 

were charting the course of the heavens and contemplating on the place of human beings in the 
cosmic scheme of things and the creation of this universe.

India's history goes back much farther than anyone knows, perhaps 10,000 years. The Vedic 
texts, thought to be part mythology, are being vindicated by scientific evidence to be the world's
oldest factual account of human experience. The heartland of this ancient world was the region 

from Indus to Ganga known as‘Āryāvarta’ – the land of the Vedic people.
Also known as ‘SaptaSindhu’ – the land of Seven Rivers

Satellite imagery, archeology and hoary texts preserved through oral tradition clearly establish 
that there was no Aryan invasion at all.There have been sages, kings, and inside reformers 
who contributed to the world's oldest living civilization and largest modern-day democracy.

The emphasis on spirituality in Bharat’s (India's) thought and history is unparalleled in human 
experience. This perspective is the source of Hinduism's resilience in the face of competing 

faiths and conquering armies. No other nation has faced so many invaders and endured.

There are many feats of which this ancient civilization could be proud of, such as the invention 
of the Decimal system of numbers, Philosophy, Linguistics, Surgery,Urban-planning in addition 

to their amazing knowledge of Astronomy.

This designer resort is a tribute to the philosophy, culture & legacy of this ancient Vedic 
civilization which has striking continuity with the culture & tradition practiced in India even today.

Use of Trapezoidal column not only to create prominence and landmark but also assign space for utility



3102bce is a designer boutique resort which has to be experienced and not merely seen.Very 

thoughtfully designed after a lot of research on our pre-historic past, it provides a glimpse of the 

ancient Vedic civilization that has long been shrouded in myth and legend.

The patterns; colors; symbols used in designs that reflect the ancient Vedic way of life, have 

been inspired by this sublime culture & heritage. Through various artifacts, write ups, plaques 

and paintings we bring to you the story of the ancient Vedic people – their world view; wisdom & 

contributions to the human civilization as a whole.

Our Resort is located right on the Anjuna-Chapora Road and close to the sun-kissed beaches, 

dramatic red stone cliffs and thick palm groves.You have no choice but to feel intrigued, 

inspired & nostalgic. With the clean sea breeze and the symphony of silence, your sense of 

being is heightened and enveloped in luxury and wellness.

MORE THAN A RESORT – AN EXPERIENCE

The imprint of 
various seals 
discovered in 
the ruins of 
the civilization 
adorn the 
walls of our 
corridors

The replica of some important 
artefacts can be seen in 
various locations of our resort



Namaste
Namaste is usually spoken with a slight bow and hands pressed together, 
palms touching and fingers pointing upwards, thumbs close to the chest. 

This gesture is called Añjali Mudrā or Pranamasana.
 In Indian culture, it means "I bow to the divine within you".

With this traditional greeting we welcome you to experience this unique designer resort, inspired by the 
ancient Vedic culture where human consciousness had reached 

amazing heights. In keeping with the ethos of our civilization, our motto is:
“Atithi Devo Bhavah” 

[Guest is God]

Tilak
The Tilak ceremony is a ritual of marking the guests’ forehead with a fragrant paste, such as of 

sandalwood or vermilion, as a welcome and expression of honor when they arrive

A humble way of honoring our guest

Ghanti
Bells or ‘Ghanti’ are generally hung at the temple dome in front of the Garbhagriha. It is rung by 

devotees before entering into the sanctum.

When the bell is struck, it produces an auspicious echo like sound which penetrates the seven 
healing points or the chakras in our body. It welcomes divinity and dispels evil. The sound of the 
bell replicates the "fundamental sound", of the universe "OM". It is supposed to symbolize that 
Prakriti (Nature) has three stages of evolution, "Srishti" "Sthiti" and "Laya" meaning Creation, 

Preservation and Destruction.

We invite you to ring the bell as you step into the precincts
May the vibrations set in motion by you rejuvenate the entire environment!

Shankh 
The sound of the Shankh (Conch shell) symbolizes the sacred sound “Om”. In the Hindu 

scriptures it has been praised as the giver of fame, longevity and prosperity. It is synonymous 
with the beginning of something important.  Krishna’s shankh was called ‘Panchjanya’ and it 
announced the victory of good over evil.When the shankh is blown it reduces the strength of 

distressing frequencies in the atmosphere and a protective vibrational armour is formed.

We set the tone with the blowing of this conch shell
May your stay with us be full of happy memories!



Living Arrangements

The Resort has 37 rooms in all, which have been designed not only with the comfort of our guest in our mind but 

also with the intention of providing you with a unique experience which emanates from the look, feel & layout 

based on the grids & ratios used in planning of the towns discovered in the Indus-Saraswati area during 

excavations in past 100 years or so.

Every design in the property is a reflection of this Vedic civilization suggesting the purity and grace of a 

venerable era. The niches in the walls are a traditional way of keeping things in India. These niches are adorned 

with replicas of figurines found at the archeological excavation sites. While all rooms are equipped with modern 

conveniences, the feel of another world has been created by ingenious interior designing.

Premium: 30 quaint rooms have private balconies with views of the road or villages; 

Junior Suite: 4 rooms are attached to small open-air private sit-outs with a Jacuzzi, amidst greenery 

3102bce: Family Suite (2 bedrooms) with private open-air Jacuzzi & a terrace overlooking the approach road 

Lothal Suite: with attached Drawing room and private pool with a deck suitable for families and groups. 





RESORT FEATURES
There is more to it than meets the eye

The Central Courtyard

The Panchbhuta (Five elements) is the design basis of the Central Courtyard. All matter including 

human body is composed of five basic elements — panchamaha bhutas — which inherit the 

properties of earth, water, fire, wind and space. The subtlest is space and grossest is earth with every 

perceptive sense. While the body is made up of five elements, the functional aspect is governed by 

three biological humours. Ether and air together constitute vata; fire and water make up pitta and 

water and earth create kapha. Within each person the doshas are continually 

interacting. This is why people possess a variety of differences in behaviour and vary in response to 

environment due to psycho-physio changes. Our inner courtyards reflect an attitude of gratitude 

towards each of these elements

Re-interpretation of traditional  Harrapan Linear stairways and
the open drainage system keeping their functionality and aesthetics



Kund: Water element
Jal (Water) nourishes all life & form and is represented by taste and associated with new ideas, thoughts, healing 
energy, etc. In a balanced state it induces a spiritual and philosophical attitude to life.Kund means a reservoir. It 

has been a ritual across India from ancient times that feet are washed / immersed in water while entering a 
dwelling or a temple to remove impurities & negativity. Alive Kuan (Well) has been maintained here

Relax with your feet dipped in these small circular pools. The cool water drains away 
all impurities and leaves you refreshed

Yagya: Fire element
Agni (fire) represents sight / colour (form without substance) and the driving force behind all life processes. In a 

balanced state, it induces power, confidence, recognition and money. ‘Yagya’ is a sacred tradition performed at fire 

altars since the Vedic times. At the Yagya, hymns were chanted by Rishis (Sage) and oblations offered into the 

altar to the Vedic gods for removing all negativity.

Enjoy your breakfast here in the morning. We also serve piping hot tea in the early hours to make you feel 
the fire element. Please enjoy it with our compliments. Mashaals (Fire torches) shall be lit in the evening 
after we perform incensation (Dhuni) in the courtyard. It purifies the atmosphere also acts as a mosquito 

repellant. May the sacred element of fire ignite your talents!

RESORT FEATURES

Existing well incorporated in design of the plunge pool. 
The tile design is a replica of the pattern on the pottery found during excavation.



Prāṇ: Air element
Vayu (Air) is represented by touch. It is responsible for the respiratory system. Vayu propels growth and is 

associated with movement, joy and happiness. In a balanced state, it induces courage and 
perseverance to achieve your goals. Pran is the "life force" sustained by Vayu and the cosmic energy 
permeating the Universe. Pranayama (breath control) is a yogic practice, based on this principle, for 

channeling & expanding the life force for amazing health benefits.

A Krishnachura (crown of the Lord Krishna) / Gulmohar tree noted for its fern-like leaves and flamboyant 
display of orange-red flowers over summer and even mentioned in Mahabharat, has been planted here in 

this mini courtyard. ‘Gul’ means ‘Flower’ and ‘Mohr’ is 'Peacock', thus the name suggests 
a spectacular show of color, like the extraordinary colors of a peacock's tail.  

Experience the “life force” within as you meditate under the ‘Krishnachura’ tree (Royal Poinciana) – 
Enjoy the beauty and colours of this beautiful tree as it sways gently in the wind shedding its 

flowers and leaves around you. Feel the life giving air as it stirs the holy tree.

Aaṅgan: Earth Element
Bhoomi (Earth) represents the solid state of matter and is responsible for the physical constitution of the 

body. It represents stability and balance and a feeling of peace and harmony. 
It is the earth from which we are formed and which sustains us.

In the Vedic tradition, Aangan denotes a courtyard in the middle of the house where the contact with soil 
nurtures & nourishes the body. A Hindu house-hold was considered incomplete without a sacred Tulsi plant 

in it which was worshipped because it promoted life-long happiness. 
Four diyas are lit around Tulsi every evening at sunset

Ancient games like Chaturanga; Bagh-Bakri; Navkankari & Chaupad have also been installed here 
for your enjoyment. Try out these intriguing Indian games which have given rise to many 

other modern board games. 

You can also choose to go through the handpicked books on Indic studies which can dispel many 
myths and will give you a clear perspective of India’s history& tradition

RESORT FEATURES



Akaash: Space element
Akaash (Space) is the universal field in which everything & every being exists. It means Space in both 

elemental and metaphysical senses. Space is the very first element in creation and is the spiritual force that 

Earth, Air, Fire, and Water descend from. It is the fifth element, which is the substratum of sound. It is the 

One, Eternal and all-pervading element, which is imperceptible. 

It is the principle of connectedness. Everything that exists is connected through space. All sound, life force, 

electro-magnetic energies travel through this medium. It also exists in every living creature in existence and 

every cell of life, without Akasha, there can be no spirit, no soul, nolife. The space-sound relationships have 

implications both in external physical world as well as inner physiological world.

Enjoy this feeling of connectedness with every particle in the cosmos as you sit in the courtyard 
and listen to the various sounds emanating from different sources. You can indulge in stargazing 

and can identify many stars & Nakshatras (constellations) through Sky View / Astronomy Apps

Eco Friendly approach
In keeping with our eco-friendly & traditional basis the full grown coconut trees existing at the site were 

successfully replanted. You can see them swaying in the wind on the lawns of the property on the western 

side (Sakana).We took care not to develop the property at the cost of trees. The three Jamun trees around 

the Eastern and southern sides are also very old.

The old well on the property has been preserved near the Kund.

A Neem Tree also called ‘Nimba’ in Sanskrit, (‘to give good health’)has been preserved in the premises. 

Native to the Indian subcontinent,it is a medicinal plant well known for its antibacterial, 

antimalarial, antiviral, and antifungal properties.

According to Vastu experts, planting a Neem tree in the north-western direction of the garden 
brings peace and harmony and removes all the negativities and bitterness in relationships. The air 

flowing through the neem tree is beneficial to the health of the occupants. ‘
Dantun’ (neem twig), which is very good for dental health has been 

provided in all rooms with the toiletries – you can chew and brush with it

RESORT FEATURES



RESORT AMENITIES
Ayur: The Spa

Ayurveda is a 5,000-year-old system of natural healing that has its origins in the 

Vedic culture of India. Ayurveda is a science of life (Ayur = life, Veda = science or knowledge). We humbly name 

our Spa on the Ayurveda, the ancient system of healing. It is our effort to use traditional plant based products in 

our Spa. Hemp, for example, has been used in India for thousands of years for healing purposes and finds 

mention in the Vedas, as one of the five most sacred plants. 

Unwind, revitalize, and rediscover peace of mind as we pamper you in an ambience of tranquil repose. 
Let the natural oils work their magic on you

Hauda: The Swimming Pool Lounge
The design of the tiles used in the swimming pool was inspired by the patterns on the 

artefacts found in the ruins of the Indus-Saraswati civilization. In Vedic culture, water has a very special 

place because it is believed to have spiritually cleansing powers. 

Traditionally, it is considered auspicious to perform this form of purification before any religious ceremony.

In India water is considered sacred, especially that of seven sacred rivers namely the 

Ganges, Yamuna, Godavari, Sarasvati, Narmada, Sindhu and Kaveri. 

As a leisurely indulgence, immerse yourself in the pool tiled with symbols of a bygone age. 
A refreshing dip in this unique pool will completely refresh you. 

The pool has no slope and maintains a depth of 4.5 feet. 
Enjoy your drinks at our Floating Bar Lounge which overlooks the Central Courtyard



RESORT AMENITIES

Chhajja: The Workout Terrace 

Terrace areas in traditional houses where people slept in summers or used for relaxed family gathering. This 

was a place where, in traditional houses, families used to gather 

in the evenings …for a family time under the sky!

Your special area for work outs – Free hand, Calisthenics, Yoga, Zumba or even the traditional Indian 
work out with Mugdar. You can also enjoy games like dart, soft archery, soft ball etc 

Your special occasions can also be celebrated in this secluded area at our terrace level. Relish our 
custom prepared meals at this private venue to complement any occasion. 

Pitara: The Curio Shop
Traditionally, Pitara refers to a chest full of surprises. In Indian households Grandmothers brought out surprises 

for children from such chests.

We bring you handcrafted creations of skilled Indian artisans from all over the country 
– Wonders for the child in you… !

Dholavira: The Banquet
This banquet hall has been named after one of the five biggest sites of the Indus-Saraswati civilization. The 

excavation at Dholavira brought to light a remarkable city (3rd Millennium BCE) of exquisite planning, monu-

mental structures, aesthetic architecture and amazing water management system. 

 

This Dholavira signboard discovered there was made of a big wooden board on which were set ten large 

symbols made of mineral gypsum pieces. At some point, the 3 meters long board fell flat on its face. The wood 

decayed, but the letters survived. It still remains a key piece of evidence indicating that the Indus-Saraswati 

script represents full literacy. The symbol of the Infinity knot seen in the Banquet hall signifies the timeless 

universe of eternal return, with no beginning and no end

Equipped with all modern amenities, our 70-80 seater (Theatre style) banquet hall is ideal for meetings 
& conferences. It provides a unique ambience which is the very purpose of having meetings in destina-

tions like Goa.



Lothal: Suite, Private Pool & Deck 
The Private suite has been named after Lothal, which was the inland port of Indus-Saraswati civilization 

from where the merchants exported to other civilizations. Jewellery & beads exported from there 
have been found in Mesopotamia & Sumeria

An amazing setting for private parties – Pool, Music & food– all that you could ever ask for…Now all 
you need is your friends – we’ll take care of the rest.

The Great Bath Café: Café, Bar & Fine Dining
This café has been modeled on the lines of ‘The Great Bath’- the best-known structure among the ruins of the 
ancient Vedic Civilization (Mohen-jo-daro). It was built around the 3rd Millennium BCE. The place was used for 

ceremonial bathing. The floor was water tight with a drain and there were rooms 
which served as changing areas

Enjoy a wide variety of delicacies to kick start your fun filled day. At other times during the day, soak in 
the ambience as you laze around, relax and spend time over drinks, tea /coffee and light snacks. Linger 

for as long as you like; we’ve an eternity on our hands. 

In the evenings we pamper you with the choicest of Indian dishes created from forgotten traditional 
recipes. Savour the delicacies from the far corners of an age-old civilization which have been carefully 

crafted by our Chef for an amazing fine dining experience. Book your table in advance

Istaka: Bar, Bakery and Kitchen 
Istakā means ‘burnt brick’. Vedic sacrifices often needed a proper altar which was normally made of burnt bricks. 

Such bricks were made of clay. Thus our Resto-Bar has been named after a significant 
feature of this ancient civilization.

The perfect place to enjoy Global cuisine in a quirky setting. We bring you the best of the world on your 
plate – from the coastal delicacies of Goa to the delectable Continental food to the Pan Asian flavours – 

we have something for every discerning guest. Our chefs have taken care to hand-pick all the ingredients 
to ensure authenticity of taste.

RESORT AMENITIES

The Great Bath - Mohen-jo-daro Great Bath Cafe - 3102 bce



RESORT GUIDE

The Great BathCafé : Café, Bar & Fine Dining Lobby level

Kund / kʊnd : The Plunge Pool Lobby level

Yagya / yajña : The Breakfast Lounge Lobby level

Praṇ / prāṇa : The Meditation Garden Lobby level

Aangan / ångan : The Games Arena Lobby level

Lothal / lothāl : Suite, Private Pool & Deck Lobby level

Dholavira / dholāvirā : The Banquet Hall Lobby level

Istaka / istakā : Bar, Bakery & Kitchen Lobby level

Pitara / piṭārā : The Curio Shoppe Front porch

Ayur / āyur : The Spa Terrace

Chhajja / chhajjā : The Activity Arena Terrace

Hauda / haudā : The Swimming Pool& Lounge Terrace

   



ROOM SYMBOLS
Symbols at the door of your room: A reminder of the divinity within

The ancients knew much more about the human body and its functioning. Our body is not merely a physical body but 

is also a subtle body with an energy system and Chakras are the major energy Centers in this subtle body. There are 

7 major Chakras and are not only associated with our physical well-being but also connected 

to our emotional and mental health.

The symbols used by us in the niche near the entrance of every room are a reminder of how we can create a better 

life for ourselves by using this knowledge. When the chakras are in balance, the body is in harmony but when they 

are not aligned, disease appears.

Vishuddha
Viśuddha/”especially pure”
Located at the center of the neck at the level of the throat.It is related to dreaming, good 

judgment, wisdom, communication and truthfulness. 

Sahasrara
Sahasrāra/"thousand-petaled"
Located on the top of the head or the crown area of the head,it is also related to inspira-

tion, idealism and spiritual will. 
Ajna

Ājñā/ "command"
Guru chakra or third-eye chakra is located in the middle of the forehead linking the 

eyebrows.It also relates to intuition, imagination, concentration& enlightenment.

Manipura
Maṇipūra /  "jewel city" 
Solar plexus chakra, is located in the navel region. It is related to energy, self-control and 

emotional issues.

Muladhara
Mūlādhāra / "root support" 
Located at the base of the spine in the coccygeal region,it forms the base of the other six 

chakras and deals with the body’s survival needs such as food, shelter and protec-

Svadhishthana
Svādhiṣṭhāna / "the residence of the self"

Located in the lower abdomen just below the tailbone is the source of creativity.It is the 

foundation of our emotional body and influences our ability to feel emotions and sensa-

tions.

Anahata
Anāhata / "unstruck"

Located at the centre of the chest,it is related to compassion, trust, empathy and forgiveness 

and urge in us to get in touch with our inner self. 



SAFETY, SERVICES & AMENITIES
SAFETY
Fire escape route has been provided behind the main door of your room. Please see it carefully for your own 
safety
Smoke detectors are installed over the bed. It would blink continuously. Please ignore
Smoking is not permitted inside the room. If you wish, you can smoke in the balcony where an ashtray has 
also been provided

AMENITIES
Free Wi-Fi has been provided – please ask the reception for the password
We have taken care to provide herbal toiletries for your benefit. 
These are Ayurvedic preparations and not the typical chemical ones and hence may feel a little different in 
terms of viscosity. However, they are far more beneficial 
Natural Neemtoothbrush (dantun) has been provided for your oral care. No tooth paste is required with it. 
The alum provided can be used as an astringent, germicidal and deodorant.It can be used as an after shave 
and is good for nicks and cuts. 
The Minibar installed in the room is compressor less and thus eco friendly
Night lamp has been provided under the bed
We have provided 21“TV in the room - for any specific channel please contact the reception
In keeping with traditional Indian style the Bed position has been made Central 
Thermostat control has been installed for desired cooling
Safety Locker has been provided in the room for storing valuables
Hot water available - 24 hours
Power back up has been provided in the form of a silent generator

IN ROOM DINING 
Room service available 24*7
Ice is available on demand,pleasecontactroom service
For Baby food requirements, please contact room service 

HOUSE KEEPING
Drinking quality water in the toilet
Tea / Coffee sachets are replenished once a day. The organic tea is brought to you from the gardens of North 
Bengal
Yoga mat is available inall Suite Rooms. Available on request for the other rooms. Please call 
House-keepingif required
Ironing-board with Iron and hairdryer and weighing scale has been providedin The Suite Rooms. Available on 
demand for other rooms.Pleasecall House-keepingif required
Reversible Double sided mattress (Hard and soft) has been provided for your comfort. Please inform 
preference to House Keeping as per your comfort
Both – hard and soft pillows, have been provided for your comfort
Arrangements have been made for beach towels that you can carry to the beach. Please do not take the 
room towels out of the hotel. Contact House-keeping for assistance
Toothbrush & Shaving Kit are available on request

OTHER AMENITIES
Handicap friendly: Access has been provided for movement of wheel chair to most areas of the resort
Foot  wash: Foot wash facility has been provided at the side entrance so that you can relieve yourself of any 
sand, dirt or grime on your way back from the beach 
A wide variety of Classical and contemporary music is played in the resort 
Secretarial services (Please contact reception for any requirements)
Concierge  (please contact Reception for Tour bookings; Restaurant reservations; Event tickets; Local 
transport)



Hindu Calendar 1871-72



THE CREATORS OF 3102BCE

Rahul Bhutoria, The Entrepreneur

An artist at heart and Hotelier by inclination, Rahul is the originator of this amazing 

property in all senses. A very creative person with a high degree of spatial 

intelligence he has put his blood, sweat & tears into this resort. To build the resort 

with an ancient theme was his brainchild and a bold move indeed. 

He has single-handedly created a highly successful, fast growing and dynamic hotel chain “The Lindsay”. 

Under him the company has achieved a twenty-five-fold growth. His key competencies include great 

leadership qualities, interpersonal skills and an astute understanding of customer behaviour. 

The busy life in hospitality has not stopped him from pursuing his love for art as he wields the paint brush to 

good effect. Nor has it diminished his love for theatre as he manages to perform in select Plays. He has 

played major roles in various Non Profit Organisations engaged in Social Work 

Ar. Kamal Periwal, The Architect

An Architect par excellence who believes in enhancing people’s lives by creating 

meaningful & positive living spaces, Kamal is the one who converted an unusual 

concept into the reality of a resort which is modern in its functionality but engulfs 

you with its ancient feel. 

“The challenge was to re-imagine the foundations of the Indian civilisation and juxtapose them in our 

contemporary world.The final vision was a unique, fascinating and luxurious blend with history - taking one to 

another era in time! We went back to the basics of understanding the science of design to build this site. Our 

endeavour was to enhance the Vedic Age experience, which celebrates Indian roots, admires the environ-

ment and nurtures authenticity.”

He has been part of the architectural fraternity from nearly 25 years and has been recognised by the frater-

nity for his design excellence and unfathomable passion. The firm Maheshwari & Associates (M&A) has been 

handling projects all over India and has an impeccable track record of creating designs that people seek out 

and remember. 



THE CREATORS OF 3102BCE

Abhay Mishra, The Concept Curator
A story teller by passion and a Business Consultant by profession, with a deep 

interest in the esoteric, Abhay has curated the concept& theme as well as done the 

copywriting that can be seen all over the resort. His contribution to the Resort has 

also been through Strategy which is one of his key competencies. His passion & 

years of research on India’s ancient history enabled him to do justice to this 

responsibility. 

“People want experiential travel nowadays, so we decided to give them an unforgettable stay by making an 

ancient era come alive. We bring to you the untold story of the Vedic civilization – its contributions & its 

wisdom. No matter who we are, this is the legacy of our ancestors. We want our guests to carry an indelible 

imprint of every touch point in this property”

His mission is to help entrepreneurs realize their dreams

Subhashis Chakravorty, The Artist
It is his magical artistry that you see all over the resort. He is the one who has 

made the Vedic era come alive through his artistic interpretation which is reflected 

in every painting & every design that you come across at this resort.

An Artist, graphic designer, Art director, Interior designer – a multi-talented person 

who is a Bachelor of Applied arts from The Indian College of Arts & Draftsmanship 

(Rabindra Bharati University Kolkata West Bengal India).

He was the Art director of the film “Baki ta Byaktigato” National award winner (Regional best feature film in 

Bengali 2013). He also worked as Artist & Research Assistant for “Byomkesh Bakshi” (Hindi-Yash Raj 

Films.2015)

He runs a design studio ‘Design & More’ in Kolkata. Apart from the hand paintings in every room he has 

designed all soft aspects for the resort – from the Logo to the Signage to the Stationery to the Swimming 

pool tiles - this highly talented artist’s imprint is everywhere.


